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California Energy Commission

RE: Docket 19-BSTD-08: California Needs Solar Roofs
null

California Energy Commission,
I read SMUD's proposal, and it doesn't say that SolarShares is a requirement, so I am guessing a builder COULD
choose to install vs. enroll (but why would they). Concerning to me is that the SolarShares is being proposed as a
way to satisfy a *local* solar generation *requirement* that was designed to be split between the builders and the
utility; and altering it so it doesn't have to be
1. Local : current portfolio shown in appendix B includes Great Valley Solar in Fresno County.
2. Required for builders to bear the expense, the utility to pay for the power, leaving the buyer to experience as
benefit: A participating builder *may* buy down the cost of the SolarShares®generation allocated to the
participating home through an up-front origination fee paid to SMUD. If a buy down is provided, SMUD will apply
the fee to reduce the SolarShares Charge(or increase the SolarShares Credit) to participating customers to provide a
customer experience of a larger net benefit on the participant’s bills in each year of the 20-year term
Now I get that SMUD having to pay a customer the retail rate for solar that the customer doesn't use (they are not
home when generation occurs) is not a great deal for the utility, and could impact rates (though I am not sure that
would be a big deal). But this change also could change the availability of local solar to support existing housing
and buildings. Would new housing take up all the local capacity mean that people like me won't be able to use
SolarShares? I recently asked a SMUD representative about SolarShares and was told there was no program--is this
why (they plan for it all to be taken up with new housing)? Using existing rooftops may not be as 'efficient', but not
using them is not land efficient. It postpones SMUD's need to deal with the storage issue sooner. And it gives all
the benefit of longer lived systems to the utility (the customer is out of the program in 20 years, but the solar
equipment can definitely last longer). Don't get me wrong, the concept of SolarShares is a good one, especially
good for existing housing stock in areas that are difficult to retrofit with solar.
This proposal is a test of the intent of the new home policy, not an innovative way to follow it.

Sincerely,
Sincerely,
Rosalie Yacoub

